The traditional Wa sports in Yunnan province shaped from its original production and life, it has traditional, historical and national characteristics that not only as a treasure of local culture, but also an important part of Chinese traditional culture.
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. The Development Characteristic and Meaning of the Traditional Wa Sports. Wa nationality, as an important and essential member of the who Chinese nation, is distributed mainly over Lingcang area of Yunnan province. Ancient Wa people fought against dreadful climate all the time for being survived. They employed stone, bamboo and wooden sticks as weapon to hunt for food and self-protect by throwing, casting, hacking and stabbing. These body movements were original and nature, with various forms that presents typical local traditional characteristic, and also they were bud of traditional Wa sports to be inherited. [2] The Wa nationality still keeps some primitive tribe's behavior for not being experienced the process of class society. It is a living stone of primitive society and its behavior also became a typical traditional Wa sports culture. Ba Yao, a popular sports activity among the Wa male people, is can be tracked from ancient times while Wa people fought against beats. In many local events no matter large or small, you will find this activity very frequently [3] . The name of Ba Yao comes for its movements, when in the competition, two competitors hold each other's waist to throw with all the power, once one pull another's food off the ground or fall over the other that the match will be end and the winner born. The activity Ba Yao shows brave and power of people, it is a reappearance of ancient Wa people's production and life. Another popular activity Jiao Dou also be treated as a living stone, which could be studied as a vivid example of primitive climate. The name of Jiao Dou comes from a set of foot skill that once be employed by Wa people to self-protect. This activity uses the power of knee to attack the other and the winner should kick off the competitor. Activity Jiao Dou is a long-term preparation for Wa people to against dreadful climate, it was also a fierce fight with nature. [4] Besides these two activities, traditional Wa dance also possesses the unique characteristic. Nowadays, with the fast speed of informatization, primitive sports activities are disappearing basically, in other parts the primitive dance passed down from primitive times has already gone, which means the traditional Wa sports dance in Yunnan is very precious. The primitive dance of Wa nationality reappeared movements of various animals and reflected the living climate and producing life of primitive society. Take the common Wooden Drum Dance as an example, people should employ their hands and legs while dancing, and they also need to follow the rhythm of drum. In the merry steps, this dance not only develops Wa people's strength, it also improve their health and enrich the minds as well.
1.2. The Development Meaning of Traditional Wa Sports. Our country owns a long time history of primitive traditional sports culture, it is a condensation of thousands of years' cultural accumulation and is an important carrier of our traditional culture. The traditional sports culture is a treasure, which possesses the deep cultural meaning of the protection and inheritance of Wa nationality. These ardent traditional sports culture is an important way for Wa people to keep strength and is also a special way for them to contact or convey their feelings. The traditional Wa sports activity could not only strengthen people's body, it could also light their minds.
2. The Development Situation of Traditional Wa Sports 2.1. Nonstandard Activity Rule of Wa Traditional Sports. The traditional sports activity shaped step by step since primitive times, Wa people combined it with sacrifice events, festival activity and producing life. Because these traditional sports items inherited from normal people, the steps and the rules of matches settled down by oral agreement, thus it lacks a standard system and improved rules [5] . According to the research, more than half of the competitors had oral argument or body conflicts, some of them even had a fierce clash because of the unreasonable rules or inconsistent behavior. In order to avoid clash and influence the harmony among neighbors, some Wa people refused to take part in the sports activity and preferred to be the audiences of events, which deduced a certain appealing of traditional sports and hindered the inheritance and development of traditional Wa sports. 2.2. The loss of participating population for Wa traditional sports are serious, and some sports items are in the danger of disappeared.
The progress and development of society enhances the communication and merits of nations, on one hand, it broke down the gaps and increase an understanding among them, and on the other hand, it dispels nations' own cultural characteristics by sharing the information and communicating closely, it even killed the most original and special cultural forms which is invisible [6] . Yunnan Wa nationality faces such dilemma, its typical sports activity needs human beings to inherit and protect. Form 1 is a research result on the development situation of traditional Wa sports items which through the author's study, visits and sort-outs. The main resource of sports items are from producing life, sacrificing, festival celebration and nongovernment activity, the main developing area is in Cang Yuan, Shuang Jiang, Lan Cang, Zhen Jiang and Xi Meng these Wa distributions in Yunnan Province, among them, and among them, only Wooden Drum Beating，Ox Drum Pulling and Ox Drum Robbing could be developed in the important events or sacrificing activity. However, Peg-top and sepa takraw are played in some tribes, Stone Hitting will be play some times, as for Pole Turning, Bamboo Climbing and Ox Horn Chess these typical ethnic activities are in the danger of disappearing. Items for National Games Traditional sports items listed in Form 1 most are suit for young man, however, with the development of modernization, Wa young man those who grew up in mountain area are going to make a living in the city, in order to change the undeveloped situation [7] . The loss of young man made the traditional sports items lack power and competition, which lose its charming, other young man who chose to stay also not be interested in it any more. By visiting and studying, we found more than 80% Wa young man stated they prefer to choose online game or basketball these staff than traditional sports items such as Wooden Drum Beating. Such phenomenon caused a large loss of participating population who could join traditional Wa sports culture, thus it is emergency to solve the issue that how inherit and protect traditional sports culture.
The Supporting Policy from Local Government is Not Enough
Besides a large loss of participating population, the powerless supporting policy of local government also hinders the inheritance and development of traditional Wa sports. Nowadays, the modernization construction is moving fast, government tends to put more energy into economy and urbanization, such tendency ignores Wa people's cultural and physical life. There is a lack of concerning protect policy for inheritance and development of traditional sports culture. To be more detail, the government doesn't develop traditional sports items and spead sports culture with an positive way, it also doesn't built a local training base for traditional Wa sports or open a training course for public about concerning sports items. During the construction of traditional sports, if local government doesn't offer enough fund support, it will influence the inheritance and development of traditional sports, and it also directly causes a lack of protecting consciousness among Wa people, which is not good to develop sports items with planning and power.
The Strategy of Inheritance and Development for Traditional Wa Sports.
In today's high-speed modernization development, material civilization is rich while the cultural construction is be ignored [8] . The fast development of society links every nations, it strengthen their communication and leads it to a multiple development. To inherit and protect traditional Wa sports is to Chinese traditional culture, it has giant significance, development and civilization meanings. 3.1 To Standard the Activity Rules of Traditional Wa Sports. Traditional Wa sports shaped step by step that from the primitive Wa people's behavior and movement, it possesses the characteristic of folk, conventionality and randomness, while the activity rule of it lacks system and standard. The traditional Wa sports has rich cultural connotation, and if we want to transfer such national characteristic cultural inheritance into real fortune, we should take the essence and discard the dregs, combining a modern scientific way to deepen the research and collection work of it. Base on such aim, we should take more measurements according to its incomplete in traditional Wa sports, specialize the process of traditional sports activity, and we also should complete the concerning rules of Wa sports items which will push the development of sports activity as well. In the base of original activity culture, we could complete it step by step and then it will come into being a typical sports item which shows Wa people's rich spirits for task, following rules and civilization. This will inspire Wa people to pay more attention to it and take part in it positively, and then push the inheritance and development of traditional Wa sports activity in a further stage 3.2. The Local Government Should Pay Attention to the Protection and Inheritance Work of Traditional Wa Sports.. The traditional Wa sports culture reflects the traditional folk features of Wa nationality, it is a treasure inheritance of ethnics, therefore the local related government apartments should pay more attention to the important functions of traditional Wa sports culture. Especially the cultural apartment, they should carry the responsibility to protect and inherit the traditional Wa sports culture, to strengthen the supporting and protection for it. The fact has proved that once the industry has been supported by the government and it got a long-term development. The specific measurements could be these: we could develop traditional sports items and spread the sports culture positively, build the training base of traditional Wa sports or run a related training course for Wa public of it. We should lead the national sports items into wildly public physical activity. During the process of developing traditional sports, the local government should offer enough fund support and help it to inherit and develop, it could also strengthen Wa people's protecting consciousness of traditional sports in multiple ways, thus increase the planning and power of sports items. As showed in Form 3, we could employ New Year Festival and Sowing Festival these Wa nationality's festivals to develop special traditional tourism items, every April could develop "Sowing Festival tourism week", every July and August "New Year tourism month", every November "New Water tourism day" and so on. To develop tourism resource of Wa nationality area could be a powerful measurement for the development of traditional sports culture.
4．Conclusion
The traditional Wa sports activity is not only a characteristic industry in Wa nationality area, it is also our valuable nonmaterial cultural heritance, and it possesses important meaning for history, human activity and folk cultural researches. With the speed of modernization, the connection between information technology and culture has a further development, which means the ethnic traditional folk culture also faces giant attack. It is emergency to protect and inherit traditional Wa sports [9] . In the background of today's modernization, we should use our human wise to protect traditional Wa culture, and avoid it to being unknown or survive by itself [10] . The concrete measure could as following: to integrate and complete the activity rule and process of traditional Wa sports, strengthen its participating and system, which could combine the traditional culture and modern spirits civilization thus push the protection and inheritance work of traditional Wa sports; to strengthen the sense of mission and responsibility of local government, completing related policy and inspire traditional sports to develop by fund supports, and build a most improved group to protect traditional sports activity; to develop a characteristic tourism industry about local Wa nationality's traditional festival events, employing tourism busy season to apple outside people, which could increase Wa nationality's sports charming and good to create a "hometown of traditional characteristic sports", and it could protect and inherit traditional Wa sports culture in the further way.
